Toxicological classification of urine samples using pattern recognition techniques and capillary electrophoresis.
In toxicology, hazardous substances detected in organisms may often lead to different pathological conditions depending on the type of exposure and level of dosage; hence, further analysis on this can suggest the best cure. Urine profiling may serve the purpose because samples typically contain hundreds of compounds representing an effective metabolic fingerprint. This paper proposes a pattern recognition procedure for determining the type of cadmium dosage, acute or chronic, administrated to laboratory rats, where urinary profiles are detected using capillary electrophoresis. The procedure is based on the composition of a sample data matrix consisting of areas of common peaks, with appropriate pre-processing aimed at reducing the lack of reproducibility and enhancing the potential contribution of low-level metabolites in discrimination. The matrix is then used for pattern recognition including principal components analysis, cluster analysis, discriminant analysis and support vector machines. Attention is particularly focussed on the last of these techniques, because of its novelty and some attractive features such as its suitability to work with datasets that are small and/or have low samples/variable ratios. The type of cadmium administration is detected as a relevant feature that contributes to the structure of the sample matrix, and samples are classified according to the class membership, with discriminant analysis and support vector machines performing complementarily on a training and on a test set.